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Original,passionate,beautifully relaxing solo piano recordings 11 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: New Age,

EASY LISTENING: Mood Music Details: Atlanta Record Producer, noted pianist and musician, music

director and record company owner- Lee Davis has spent over 20 years in all facets of the music

entertainment industry. A pianist first, Lee began his journey by learning to play the piano and composing

his own songs when he was just a young child. Son of a Baptist minister, Lee and his siblings were

frequently moved across the country from church to church. Although the locations and surroundings

were a constant change in his life, one thing remained unchanged - his love for the piano. Finally

establishing roots in his early 20's in a town just north of Atlanta, Georgia, Lee began to explore other

talents in his life and branched into the recording world, setting up a studio in his home and producing

records for his friends in the mid 80's. Years later (1994), Lee established Rogue Enterprises, or Rogue

Records. Upon securing a distribution deal in 1995, Producer Lee Davis and his company, Rogue

Records, released "Rain", an album by nationally recognized artist and vocal instructor, Jan Smith. The

following year, Rogue Records released a second album by a local artist Alan Wayne Baker. The albums

and the singles released to radio received rave reviews both for its artistic flare and production quality. A

new talent was born. The years that followed, Davis continued producing countless albums in his studio

just north of Atlanta. Rogue's nationally distributed records again received phenomenal reviews from the

industries most difficult and notorious critics. His records worked their way onto the independent charts

with one single rising into the top 5 and named in one market as one of the 50 most played singles in

2004. However, with all the success, Davis realized he was neglecting one of the most important areas in

his own life - his music. An accomplished pianist, Davis became the producer of his own work - a collage

of self composed material from the instrument from where it all began - the piano. Davis' first work,
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"Moments In Time" is a collection of self-penned love songs and was sold mainly in the studio and at

artist shows. The response to the record was overwhelming, thus creating a new avenue for the fans of

Lee Davis to explore and for Lee himself to come full circle back to where his passion first began. In a

remarkably successful career that now spans more than 25 years, Davis is known in the country music

world as one of the finest producers outside of Nashville and continues his production work with many

noted artists in the industry. Davis also specializes in artist development and works as a consultant to

many upcoming artists and management. In addition, he has completed the piano instructional Cassette

and Video Series, and has lent his production skills to the popular "Let's Jam!" compact discs. When he

can, he lends his heart to those less fortunate, giving his time and talents to charitable organizations such

as Project Concern International, The American Cancer Society and serving as Musical Director for the

Ivan and Sam Project. It is obvious to all that work with Lee Davis that his talents are immeasurable.

However, to Lee Davis himself, he believes that sometimes it is the simple things in life that are truly the

most beautiful. This becomes evident in his compositions and in the passion he brings forth from an

instrument we know as the piano.
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